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The hilarious, colorful #1 New York Times bestselling phenomenon that every kid wants! Gift a

copy to someone you love today.Poor Duncan just wants to color. But when he opens his box of

crayons, he finds only letters, all saying the same thing: His crayons have had enough! They

quit! Blue crayon needs a break from coloring all those bodies of water. Black crayon wants to

be used for more than just outlining. And Orange and Yellow are no longer speaking—each

believes he is the true color of the sun. What can Duncan possibly do to appease all of the

crayons and get them back to doing what they do best?With giggle-inducing text from Drew

Daywalt and bold and bright illustrations from Oliver Jeffers, The Day the Crayons Quit is the

perfect gift for new parents, baby showers, back-to-school, or any time of year! Perfect for fans

of Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus by Mo Willems and The True Story of the Three Little

Pigs by Jon Sciezka and Lane Smith. Praise for The Day the Crayons Quit:Ebook Tops’s 2013

Best Picture Book of the YearA Barnes & Noble Best Book of 2013Goodreads’ 2013 Best

Picture Book of the Year Winner of the E.B. White Read-Aloud Award* “Hilarious . . . Move

over, Click, Clack, Moo; we’ve got a new contender for the most successful picture-book strike.”

–BCCB, starred review “Jeffers . . . elevates crayon drawing to remarkable heights.” –

Booklist“Fresh and funny.” –The Wall Street Journal"This book will have children asking to have

it read again and again.” –Library Media Connection* “This colorful title should make for an

uproarious storytime.” –School Library Journal, starred review * “These memorable

personalities will leave readers glancing apprehensively at their own crayon boxes.” –

Publishers Weekly, starred review “Utterly original.” –San Francisco Chronicle

Goodreads' 2013 Picture Book of the Year!Ebook Tops's Best Picture Book of the Year!A

Barnes & Noble Best Book of 2013!Winner of the E.B. White Read-Aloud Award* “Hilarious . . .

Move over, Click, Clack, Moo; we’ve got a new contender for the most successful picture-book

strike.” –BCCB, starred review “Jeffers . . . elevates crayon drawing to remarkable heights.” –

Booklist“Fresh and funny.” –The Wall Street Journal"This book will have children asking to have

it read again and again.” –Library Media Connection* “This colorful title should make for an

uproarious storytime.” –School Library Journal, starred review * “These memorable

personalities will leave readers glancing apprehensively at their own crayon boxes.” –

Publishers Weekly, starred review “Utterly original.” –San Francisco Chronicle --This text refers

to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Ebook Tops Best Children's Book of 2013: The Day the

Crayons Quit, Drew Daywalt’s clever story of a box of crayons gone rogue will get the whole

family laughing at the letters written by the occupants of the ubiquitous yellow and green box.

The combination of text and Oliver Jeffers' illustrations match the colors' personalities

beautifully as the crayons share their concern, appreciation, or downright frustration: yellow

and orange demand to know the true color of the sun, while green--clearly the people pleaser

of the bunch--is happy with his workload of crocodiles, trees, and dinosaurs. Peach crayon

wants to know why his wrapper was torn off, leaving him naked and in hiding; blue is exhausted

and, well, worn out; and pink wants a little more paper time. The result of this letter writing

campaign is colorful creativity and after reading this book I will never look at crayons the same

way again--nor would I want to. ---Seira Wilson --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.From BooklistDuncan’s crayons are on strike. One morning he opens his desk looking

for them and, in their place, finds a pack of letters detailing their grievances, one crayon at a



time. Red is tired. Beige is bored. Black is misunderstood. Peach is naked! The conceit is an

enticing one, and although the crayons’ complaints are not entirely unique (a preponderance

centers around some variation of overuse), the artist’s indelible characterization contributes

significant charm. Indeed, Jeffers’ ability to communicate emotion in simple gestures, even on a

skinny cylinder of wax, elevates crayon drawing to remarkable heights. First-class bookmaking,

with clean design, ample trim size, and substantial paper stock, adds to the quality feel. A final

spread sees all things right, as Duncan fills a page with bright, delightful imagery, addressing

each of the crayons’ issues and forcing them into colorful cooperation. Kids who already

attribute feelings to their playthings will never look at crayons the same way again. Grades K-3.

--Thom Barthelmess --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the

AuthorAlthough Drew Daywalt grew up in a haunted house, he now lives in a Southern

California home, haunted by only his wife, two kids, and five-month-old German Shepherd. His

favorite crayon is Black.Oliver Jeffers (www.oliverjeffersworld.com) makes art and tells stories.

His books include How to Catch a Star; Lost and Found, which was the recipient of the

prestigious Nestle Children’s Book Prize Gold Award in the U.K. and was later adapted into an

award-winning animated film; The Way Back Home; The Incredible Book Eating Boy; The Great

Paper Caper; The Heart and the Bottle, which was made into a highly acclaimed iPad

application narrated by Helena Bonham Carter; Up and Down, the New York Times bestselling

Stuck; The Hueys in the New Sweater, a New York Times Best Illustrated Book of the Year; and

This Moose Belongs to Me, a New York Times bestseller. Originally from Belfast, Northern

Ireland, Oliver now lives and works in Brooklyn, New York. --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.Read more
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To Marichelle, Abigail and Reese —D.D.To Ewan —O.J.To Marichelle, Abigail and Reese —

D.D.To Ewan —O.J.

One day in class, Duncan wentto take out his crayons and founda stack of letters with his

nameon them.

The Day the Crayons Came Home, The Crayons' Book of Colors, Love from the Crayons, The

Legend of Rock Paper Scissors, The Crayons' Book of Numbers, The Good Egg Presents: The

Great Eggscape! (The Food Group), Chairs on Strike: A Funny, Rhyming, Read Aloud Kid's

Book For Preschool, Kindergarten, 1st grade, 2nd grade, 3rd grade, or Early Readers, Green

Is for Christmas, The Great Paper Caper, The Bad Seed Presents: The Good, the Bad, and the

Spooky (The Food Group)

Jared, “Alrighty now listen up. I don't want to be a complainer here but I just have to say that

the curiosity of a 3 year old has limits and for some reason those limits require reading the

same book over and over and over and over again. Which is great if the book you're reading is

one of the good ones but horrible if it's lousy.What's that dear, you can't find the Daniel Tiger

books? That's because I used them to light the fire used to heat all the food you dropped on

the floor during dinner and then fed it to your little sister because, as you know, we don't waste

food around here. Ahem, I mean, that's weird sweetie, I'm sure we'll find them.Some books

deserve to be read umpteen times, some books are a disgraceful capitalistic ploy with no

redeeming qualities. Coming off of an evening of one too many Elmo books (which means 1

Elmo book if you're keeping track), I vowed to find something funny, intelligent and fun to read.

A book that my daughter would request without causing a 10 minute back and forth about how

"we should really try reading this other, much better book that you are really going to love." A

book that would make me say, "of course we can read that book dear, and might I add,

excellent choice."Well that's what you get with The Day The Crayons Quit. This is a book by

which all other kids books should be judged. This is a book that knows its audience isn't only

your little angel but also the people who are reading to your little angel. And that is what makes

this book so brilliant. No matter your age, you will identify with the characters, they will probably

remind you of your family, your coworkers and your friends.This book is in my top 10 books to

read to my daughter. Lucky for me, she feels the same way.In case you're wondering, some of

my other favorites are: The Three Little Pigs, Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus, Small Pig,

Where the Wild Things Are, I Want My Hat Back, Pete The Cat and His Four Groovy Buttons,

Chicka Chicka Boom Boom, We're Going on A Bear Hunt, The Cat in the Hat”

Educator4Life, “She had lots of fun!. I purchased this book for American Education Week. My

daughter dressed as the pink crayon for storybook character day. She had lots of fun!”

Aunt Ree, “Fantastic bedtime story just find a good hiding place for it.. Absolutely great book I

purchased on the recommendation of a friend who works in a library. I loved it the first 11

times I read it to nephews at bed time. Bought the sequel to avoid temporary insanity from re-
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reading the same book too many times in a short space of time. Seriously, these kids have a

whole bookcase to choose from when they visit me, but no matter where I hid this book they

still found it.As for the story itself, it's very well written, a great idea supported fantastically by

the illustrations. If you do unique voices for each colour be sure to remember which crayon has

which voice next time you read it, otherwise you'll be constantly interrupted by cries of "This is

green not brown!"The only downside is that the style of writing on the letters makes it difficult

for my 6 year old nephew to join in the reading, he's great at typed text but struggles with the

crayon font.”

Rachael Davis, “I love it so much I own it as a picture book and a board book!. I love this book

so much I own it as a picture book and a board book! The letters from the crayons are sheer

genius and will have you laughing out loud – they are exactly the letters I would expect if

crayons could speak. So much so, it makes me forget crayons can’t talk! This is a book I know I

will be re-reading for years to come.The main section of this book features one letter per

spread along with a drawing depicting the crayon’s problem. Jeffers’ illustrations are simply

perfect and every crayon’s issue rings true with how children use crayons. None more so for

me than Peach crayon who is in hiding after Duncan pealed off its paper wrapping!”

Jade Hewlett, “Fun Story About Colours. The Day the Crayons Quit is a fun and unique story of

a box of crayons who write letters to Duncan as they are fed up with how they are being

treated. I like how we got to see each of the crayons perspectives of what they believe they are

stereotypically used for and I think this was all very familiar to the children. Having this shown

in letters to Duncan from each of the colour crayons is a fun way to get their point across but it

wasn't something all the children enjoyed and with some of the children being quite young I

think it was too long and in some cases humour in which I think the younger children didn't

understand which meant they lost interest. For the older children it was mostly enjoyed though

and they loved seeing all of the illustrations that went along with the letters of a page of that

specific colour which was great to see if they could recognise the colours before the letter was

read to them. The characters in this book are just the crayons but I love how their personalities

are based on the uses they have to children and ones that children will recognise. The children

found peach to be particularly amusing and found that part of the story very funny and silly!

The children loved the end of the book and seeing the fantastic picture created with the

crayons but were also fascinated at the colour choices, I like that this showed them that we

don't have to do the same as everyone else and that we can use our imagination and be

different! Overall I think their opinion on this book was divided, the younger children weren't too

keen but the older ones loved it. A great story regardless though and a brilliantly subtle way of

helping children learn their colours!”

The book by Drew Daywalt has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 18,244 people have provided feedback.
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